Thursdays at Noon

U of T Opera
Sandra Horst and Michael Patrick Albano, Co-Directors

presents

Opera Spotlight: Mozart’s *La finta giardiniera* (The girl in gardener’s disguise)

February 14, 2019 at 12:10 pm, Walter Hall, 80 Queen’s Park

Speakers
Michael Patrick Albano - Russell Braun - Ellen Lockhart

Pianist - Brandon Tran

PROGRAM

Che lieto giorno
*Sandrina* - Tatiana Stanishich | *Ramiro* - Jamie Groote | *Podestà* - River Guard
*Nardo* - Korin Thomas-Smith | *Serpetta* - Maeve Palmer

Se l’augellin sen fugge
*Ramiro* - Emma Bergin

Dentro il mio petto io sento
*Podestà* - River Guard

Che beltà
*Belfiore* - Joshua Clemenger

Si promette facilmente
*Arminda* - Midori Marsh

Appena mi vedon
*Serpetta* - Maeve Palmer

Viva pur la giardiniera
*Sandrina* - Tatiana Stanishich | *Ramiro* - Jamie Groote | *Podestà* - River Guard
*Nardo* - Alex Halliday | *Serpetta* - Saige Carlson | *Belfiore* - Joshua Clemenger

We wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of Toronto operates. For thousands of years it has been the traditional land of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit River. Today, this meeting place is still the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.
La finta giardiniera Performances:

Thursday, March 14 at 7:30 pm
Friday, March 15 at 7:30 pm
Saturday, March 16 at 7:30 pm
Sunday, March 17 at 2:30 pm

MacMillan Theatre, 80 Queen’s Park

Tickets:
$40, $25 senior, $10 student
U of T students admitted free with a valid TCard, space permitting.
Visit music.utoronto.ca or call 416-408-0208

Made possible in part by a generous gift from Nora R. Wilson.

Opera Talk, a pre-performance lecture, will be given half an hour prior to performances of La finta giardiniera in Room 130 at 80 Queen’s Park.

All MacMillan Theatre productions are given with SURTITLES™.

Next up for Thursdays at Noon:

March 7
DMA Competition Winner
Jialiang Zhu, piano

March 14
Viola 1919 Centennial Recital
Ethan Filner, viola and James Parker, piano

March 21
Student Chamber Music Ensembles

March 28
Winners’ Recital: Jim and Charlotte Norcop Prize in Song & Gwendolyn Williams Koldofsky Prize in Accompanying
Korin Thomas-Smith, baritone and Joy Lee, piano

*Please note that photography and recording are strictly prohibited during the performance. Kindly turn off all electronic devices as a courtesy to the performers and your fellow patrons.